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Complex Iron Smelting an
Prehistoric Culture in Tanzani

Recent discoveries show complex technologic
achievement in African iron productio

Peter Schmidt and Donald H. Ave

One of the primary problems in the
prehistory of Africa is how iron metallur-
gy developed in sub-Saharan Africa.
Since 1937 when Cline wrote Mining and
Metallurgy in Negro Africa (1) there has
been no systematic attempt to under-
stand the technological complexities and
developmental history of African iron

pean archeology is similar
ing technology in Africa.

It is also apparent that
ties have overlooked impo
in African smelting furna
sequently have failed to se
planations for the produ4
grade steel. For example, N

Summary. Western scientists and students of history have long exp
bloomery process by evidence available from European archeology.
technological, and archeological research into the technological life c
northwestern Tanzania show that these people and their forebears
years ago practiced a highly advanced iron smelting technology based
principles and, as a result, produced carbon steel. This sophisticated te
have evolved as an adaptation to overexploited forest resources. The
are significant for the history of Africa and the history of metallurgy.

metallurgy. Cline's study is a continent-
wide ethnological survey, which pre-
historians, historians of technology, and
metallurgists continue to use as their
main reference source. These scholars
either subscribe to or passively accept
the assumption that the sponge iron
bloomery process, well known from Eu-
ropean archeological contexts, also de-
scribes African iron smelting. This view
persists despite the great variability
known to exist in African iron smelting
processes. Yet no one has tried to see
whether or not the European bloomery
model applies to iron smelting in Africa.
This is a particular problem that we ad-
dress in this article: whether or not the
bloomery process as known from Euro-
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(2) looks at the evidenc
southwestern Nigeria, "re]
lamy in 1904" (3), he fails
portance to the production
bon (1.67 percent) steel ir
draught shaft furnace
(blowpipes) inserted insid
Tylecote (2) attaches little
the possibility that prehea
in the Oyo furnace: "At
would seem that the long t
signed for efficient prehea
going air, but a calculatic
the degree of preheat w
10°C." We show here thg
ments are based on unreal
ry and theoretical models a

little justice to the technolc

ENCE

es which occur in authentic furnaces,
such as those operated by the Haya who
live in West Lake Region of Tanzania
(Fig. 1).
Our current perspective is limited to

one culture, but we expect that it can be
extended to other areas of the continent
as we gain more archeological and ethno-

La graphic information about iron metallur-
gy. In Africa, there are several areas

where traditional iron bloomery smelters
Kat actively practice their craft, or remem-

n. ber how it is practiced. Among the Haya
there is an active blacksmithing tradition
in which scrap iron is used, but no con-

'ry temporary bloomery smelters are to be
found. However, some of these smiths
and other old men did smelt iron in the
traditional way during their youth 50 to

to iron smnelt- 60 years ago; they are still alive, able to
smelt, and in many cases are eager to re-

some authori- live the experience once again. The
rtant variables knowledge held by such old men in West
Lces, and con- Lake, Tanzania, is profound in its impli-
-e possible ex- cations for the history of iron smelting
ction of high- and for the prehistory of complex Afri-
when Tylecote can civilizations. But this knowledge is

threatened every day by the passage of
time, by death, and by age-related in-

lained the iron firmities occurring in this quickly shrink-
Ethnographic, ing group of expert smelters.
)f the Haya of The Haya are a Bantu-speaking agri-
1500 to 2000 cultural people who live along the west-
on preheating ern shore of Lake Victoria. The Haya
2chnology may live in densely populated villages while
se discoveries practicing some cattle herding and a ba-

nana and bean subsistence agriculture.
Coffee and tea are grown as cash crops.
In precolonial times, the culture area

Se from Oyo, contained six small kingdoms, three of
ported by Bel- which were ruled by different branches
to attach im- of the Bahinda clan.

l of a high-car- Archeological verification of oral tra-
n the induced- ditions in one kingdom, Kyamutwara,
with tuyeres shows that oral traditions accurately
e the furnace. document the history of some ancient re-

significance to ligious and historical sites seized by the
iting occurred more recent Bahinda dynasty (4, 5). Ar-
t first sight it cheological investigations at the Rugo-
Muyres are de- mora Mahe site confirmed the accuracy
Lting of the in- of traditions about iron production there
Dn shows that and dated the iron production to 2400 to
rould only be 2550 years ago. The later occupation of
at these state- the site by the royal dynasty was dated
listic laborato-
Lnd, in fact, do
)gical process-

Dr. Schmidt is assistant professor of anthropology
and Dr. Avery is professor of engineering at Brown
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by the carbon-14lthd4-to 230 to 300' mentattioti, and effort, could preheat air like Maddin, Muhly, and Wheeler (7
years ago (4-6), coifirming dates sug- and makc some iron in a reconstructed that "the highest temperature that could
gested by oral, royal genealogies. Arche- fuirace. But we felt that observations in be reached in a primitive smelt appears
ological analysis of this site included ex- Africa of traditional iron smelters were to have been about 1,200 degrees." That
amination of technological materials, necessary in order to obtain reliable and assumption is accompanied by the idea
principally slag and fragments of tu- authentic results. We knew from pre- that "smelting iron ore at that temper-
yeres. vious research, especially from inter- ature yields not a puddle of metal but a
As part of our study of the ancient views with old men who had smelted, spongy mass mixed with iron oxide and

technology, we attempted to discover thatthe Haya had placed their tuyOres or iron silicate." These were apparently
the flow temperatures of slag which had blast pipes inside their fiuriaces, thereby valid assumptions until our research -

been formed in Early Iron Age furnacest ain a situaion which would have among the Haya demonstrated at least
Test results showed a tempeature of ed to a hot air blast. As Tylerote Db- two unique and important characteristics
1350° to 1400MC. On the basis of Euro- erves(2), eomous gains were'de n min this advanced iron technology.
pean archeological evidenee, this is with- 19-century blas fu es w w de- The first denstrated example of pre-
in the highest temperture limits obtained grees of preheat (100C) brht aiut g in an African smelting friace is
during most experiments performed by "ine"icient [mWgh pipe stovs. Al- th Haya process. As oral information
in bloomeries. In addiion, th physial tbuh Cii1e (I) mentions several fur- bad indicated, the Haya do place tuyeres
properties of the tuy6re fragments sug- nace types withtuyhre inside fn s inside their furnaces (ig. 2). The fr-
gested that ihey had come from inside as part of his bmad ethnological consid- nace-is what we call a shaft-bowl type,
the furnace. Fromn these archeological eratn ,of iron metallury, these ex- with a forced-air draught. A cone-shaped
data we developed hypothesis that amples, along with Oyo, have nevr shaft 140 centimeters high (Fig. 3) and
preheating of the air blast had been a been iecognized as possible preheatig. constructed with old, refractory slag and
prominent feature of Afiican Early Iron We presuimed that, if a similat tech- mud made from the earth of a termite
Age smelting. We reasoned that higher nologica1 enomenon occurrd during mound is built over a bowl 50 to 60 cen-
combustion temperatures achieved by prehistor tinies in West Lake, then timeters deep and lined with termite mud
this preheating woul have fom'md slag tbh was an excellent possibility that an (Fig. 4). Swamp grass is burned in the
at temperatures similar to or higher thai eent and complex technology pre- bowl until the bowl is filled with the
those indicated by our heat tests on pre- vailed there during the Early Iron Age. charred swamp reeds. The charred reeds
historic slag. Preheating would pemit The implications of our studies sug- provide a charcoal bed of filamentary al.
the attainment of much higher furace gested that ethnogmphic research on kaline-coated carbon fiber that is readily
temperatures and better fu*l economy Iron smelting and iron forging, including wetted and infiltrated by the molten iron
than was obtainable in cold blast Euro- quativ echnlogical observatieis, slag. Eight drum bellows covered with
pean bloomeries. was cical to testing the hypothesis as goatskins are used to force air into
This hypothesis was subsequently welltasto understanding the"bloomery" tuyeres, 50 to 60 centimeters in length,

tested by experiment, whkh showed th prcess itself and its associated cultural which are inserted inside the funmace.
20th-century metalluists and- ant rs. Before we formed our pre- The combustion zone just beyond the
pologists, given sufficient money, instru- beating hypothesis, we had assumed- tuyre develops very high temperatures.91 Y,t r eelp eyhg

Fig. 1 (left). The traditional kindoms of the
lacusine gio. ig. 2 (rmigt). Smek-

ers and assists p Ms insie th
fumace to vadabed . s isertd
inside the furnace causM t-hI fe ai
blast and result in high _ r ith
combustion zone. The eigh tu rs I d
between lag blocks :offt*g kw
are used as the foundation for Vhi finma
chinmney.
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The high-temperature products of com-
bustion divide, part passing up through
the furnace shaft and part back-flowing
along the tuyere; this heats the tuyere
and the blast air passing through it.
Eventually, extemal tuyere suaes are F 3 An idealized
wet with slag and dissolve in it at about profsil of a Haya iron

smelting furnace; this
1250° to 13000(. This means the external view is before the
temperature of the tuy6re clay is in ex- mixed iron ore and sw
cess of 1250°C. Slag penetrated approxi- charcoal charge has
mately one-third through the tuybre en added. Note thatughhe ty6rethe tuy're's are inside Gro,
wall. the furnace and there-
The air temperatures inside the tuyere fore are conduits that

were measured by passing -a c:emic-in- preheat the air passing
sulated thermocouple down the tuy6re. through them. Iron ore
Figure 5 shows typical cirves at dif- pockcts ar added in-

I ~~~side the foundation
ferent times and tuy6re lengths. The rap- blocks to roast iron ore
id rise in the last 10-centimeters probably for the next smelt.
represents significant raiation heating
of the thermocouple; however, the pre-
heating temperature of the air is clearly
in the range of 600(C or more. The pre-
heating efficiency of the.tuy6re (as re-
flected in the combustion temperature) is
related to its length -(Fig. 5). -As the
tuyere shriks in ze, the temperature in
the combustion zone. decreases. Com-
bustion zonetem s were foun -to
vary, but in many cases wereaoeth
melting-point of a Pt-PtRh;(10}pett
rhodium) the ople, whih tt
100C. The Zelechdvise I type fur
(Niorthern Moravia, 8th century A`)
tested by Pleiner (8) in Czechoslovakia
during 1964 reached a um temper-7
ature of 14500C in is saii un
shaft. During tests of aneprmna
2nd-century Roman. shaft funace, TYle-
cote et al. (9) recorded a combustion
zone temperature as high as 16000C. We
feel confident that the high combsto
zxrne tempenture in-the Iaya ,furna6e is
caused by preheating ofthe air blast. The
tigh temperatures achieved thuh pre--
-hating we critial to the Hy r,Q
Given the other unique characteristic of
the process-the crystalline foatiofiof
the bloom discussed below-4he iittain- F-4. AElud way it I
ment of high temperatures means that 7 E d -dr b

-carbt-steel bkxm in crystWEiron will be produced more efficiently. o
The other remarkable characteristic

that makes this process of great interest
to science and history is that, in the
Haya process, the bloom does not form
by the sintering of fihe solid particles.
Throughout turope and in many areas of Fig. 5. Temperature o
the world, the bloomery: process is profiles along a tuy'ere
known as one m whibh reduction takes and into the blst zone. >
place in a CO atmosphere while the As smelting progresses,the tuyeres burn off,
bloom forms by. sintermng of fine solid the preheati length EU
particles in an imp sponge and-by liqua- decreases, and furnace
tion of a fluid slag. But n- the Haya temperatures drop.
smelting furnace of West Lake, iron is
precipitated as large crystals growing in
a fayalite-wuistite slag; the molten slag
undergoes a carbon boil in much the

Chimney; constructed
of slag and mud
made from termite
mound

Charcoal

,Aj_1!Ybi .>..i. + Iron ore pockets

L

th- Liner-made from termite mound

1 m

I~~~

uws am opewu ror 'o e mour-m a pin
be form.
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same way that an open hearth furnace
has a carbon boil. The carbon boil is
caused by an intimate and large contact
area with solid carbon (the charred
swamp reeds) throughout the molten slag
mass. The critical variables in the pro-
cess appear to be roasting of the iron ore,
the use of charred swamp reeds in the
furnace bowl, and high temperatures.

"Roasting" of the ore is an important
initial step, for then carbon is introduced
into the ore. The ore is "roasted" in a
reducing atmosphere in a pit with wet
wood and limited 02 access. This reduc-
es the ore, with the ore providing the 02
for combustion

2Fe3O4 + 8C0 -- 6Fe + 8CO2
After roasting the ore cools off in a CO2
atmosphere and is reoxidized with car-
bon deposited

6Fe + 3CO2 -- 6FeO + 3C

This and the use of charred swamp grass
is important: when the iron ore melts
above the tuyeres, it forms a fayalite-

wustite slag with carbon inclusions from
the roasting; it then infiltrates and inter-
acts with the fibrous, carbonaceous in-
terface provided by the burned swamp
grass. This, in turn, provides an ex-
tremely high carbon-slag contact area.
The solid carbon reacts with the slag to
form CO bubbles that coalesce and rise
to the slag surface, forming large bub-
bles, 5 centimeters in diameter. As the
carbon boil removes oxygen from the
slag, the slag becomes supersaturated
with iron; iron crystals then precipitate
and grow. As the liquid slag changes its
composition and loses wustite (FeO), it
becomes increasingly refractory and its
melting point rises. Thus, a high temper-
ature allows further and more efficient
precipitation of iron crystals.

Metallographic examination of these
iron precipitates shows a planar growth
interface (Fig. 6a). Here we see the mas-
sive iron, white area, growing into the
fayalite-wustite slag, gray area. The
growing interface seems always to be
pure (carbon-free) iron. The crystal per-

fection is very good with large straight
Neuman bands and large well-formed
crystals, as illustrated in the micrographs
of a traditional bloom (Fig. 6, b and c).
As the iron grows, some slag and carbon
are entrapped. The entrapped carbon
then locally carburizes the iron sur-
rounding it, producing a highly variable
local carbon content (Fig. 6d). If this lo-
cal carburization were to continue
beyond 2.4 percent carbon, then it would
result in the formation of cast iron drop-
lets. But this level of carburization is not
typical in the Haya process. Our analy-
ses show that the bloom obtained from
six smelts in West Lake during 1976 have
a carbon content ranging from pure iron
to eutectic and hypereutectic micro-
compositions. Further sampling and test-
ing will determine whether the eutectic
compositions predominate.
The assemblage of Early Iron Age arti-

facts is not complex, being limited to two
braceletlike objects from both the Rugo-
mora Mahe and KM2 sites, and one pos-
sible knife blade fragment from each site.

.1

(/ *,,,:<,>r7XS%-0-S'- 0- -00744=-}004b; 4t0-f cl_
Fig. 6. (a) Bloom from 1976 smelt, showing growth interface between iron (white) and slag (gray) (unetched, x20). (b) Scanning electron micro-
graph view of intercrystalline fracture in traditional bloom. (c) Photomicrograph of same bloom illustrated in (b), showing long undistorted Neu-
man bands (2 percent Nital, x 18). (d) Etched micrograph of bloom from 1976 smelt, showing wide local range of carbon content (x 18).
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Often the iron is severely oxidized, and
therefore we await better archeological
evidence for the cultural and tech-
nological aspects of prehistoric iron im-
plements.
We find in traditional Africa an Iron

Age technological process that was ex-
ceedingly complex and, in historical and
relative terms, also advanced. There are
indications from cultures near the Haya
that similar types of furnaces were used
in Uganda (2). Ethnographic data, al-
though incomplete, indicate that many
other neighboring cultures practiced an
entirely different kind of technology.
However, we suggest that this level of
complexity was not limited to East Af-
rica. The probable use of preheating in
Yoruba furnaces (3) and the high carbon
steel produced in them suggests that this
and other African smelting technologies
may have technological characteristics
that are highly advanced and tech-
nologically sophisticated according to
contemporary historical and scientific
values. The insertion of multiple tuyeres
in large (4-meter-high) shaft-type fur-
naces such as those among the Wafipa
people of southwestern Tanzania (10, 11)
also suggests preheating and the possible
production of steel by a process different
from that observed in West Lake.
Our ethnographic study of recent

smelting has also provided material evi-
dence that the technological process re-
vealed in 1977 archeological discoveries
in the West Lake region has remained
unchanged during the last 1500 to 2000
years. Archeological excavations at the
KM2 site, an Early Iron Age industrial
locale near the Lake Victoria shore
(1028'30"S, 31044'45'E), have yielded ex-
cellent data which demonstrate that simi-
lar furnace form and preheating were
employed during the Early Iron Age.
Furthermore, archeological surveys ten-
tatively show that Early Iron Age peo-

ples lived in large villages where they
practiced iron production. It has been
suggested (4) that large settlements may
be linked to localized high population
densities caused by an industry "which
demanded significant manpower." Our
recent observations of the diversity of
skills required for preparation of materi-
als, operation of the furnace, and pro-
cessing of the iron bloom show an orga-
nized, highly cooperative labor force.
We suggest that the recently observed
exploitative behavior is a reasonable,
general model for the Early Iron Age.
This does not mean that we believe the
two are the same, but that the demands
of the prehistoric industry were very
similar to those of the recent past. It is
abundantly clear that the industry is la-
bor intensive, particularly during the di-
rect production phase, during which a
minimum of one dozen craftsmen are en-
gaged in the cooperative enterprise. It is
also possible that an economically com-
plex and technologically advanced cul-
ture with high population densities may
be linked to the evolution of politically
centralized states in West Lake Region
and in neighboring areas such as
Rwanda.

Further archeological research is re-
quired to discover why such a complex
technology grew up along the western
shore of Lake Victoria. One possible hy-
pothesis is that the heavy exploitation of
forests (for charcoal and for agricultural
purposes) may have triggered the devel-
opment of an efficient, fuel-economizing
technology. The widespread distribution
of Early Iron Age industrial sites in West
Lake, the manner of charcoal production
and its 10 to 1 weight ratio of wood to
charcoal, and the need for 500 pounds of
charcoal, all suggest that, if smelting was
widely practiced in prehistoric times,
then the impact of the technological sys-
tem must have been severe. The decline

of productivity may be linked to an over-
exploited forest resource base; the evo-
lution of the fuel-efficient preheated fur-
nace may be an adaptation by the local
smelters to that depleted resource.

Preliminary information on prehistoric
vegetation obtained through study of
prehistoric pollen indicate possible wide-
spread forest clearance during prehis-
toric times. The enormous drop in pro-
ductivity since the first colonial govern-
ment in 1840 is attributed by the smelters
to the availability of cheap, imported iron
tools and spring steel and to the greater
economic rewards of coffee farming.
One of the more profound implications

of the West Lake discoveries is that we
are now able to say that a technologically
superior iron-smelting process devel-
oped in Africa more than 1500 years ago.
This knowledge will help to change
scholarly and popular ideas that tech-
nological sophistication developed in
Europe but not in Africa. In that respect
the ramifications are significant for the
history of Africa and her people.
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